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Geometric conditions for quasisymmetric toroidal plasmas with large mean flows on the order of
the ion thermal speed are investigated. Equilibrium momentum balance equations including the
inertia term due to the large flow velocity are used to show that, for rotating quasisymmetric
plasmas with no local currents crossing flux surfaces, all components of the metric tensor should be
independent of the toroidal angle in the Boozer coordinates, and consequently these systems need
to be rigorously axisymmetric. Unless the local radial currents vanish, the Boozer coordinates do
not exist and the toroidal flow velocity cannot take any value other than a very limited class of
eigenvalues corresponding to very rapid rotation especially for low beta plasmas.VC 2011 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3624483]
I. INTRODUCTION
There have been numerous studies on plasma flows as
an attractive means for improving plasma confinement.1
Sheared EB flows are considered to cause the reduction of
transport observed in internal transport barriers (ITBs)2 and
high-confinement modes (H-modes).3 Microscopic oscilla-
tory flow structures called zonal flows also play important
roles in regulating microturbulence.4,5 For axisymmetric sys-
tems, large mean flows on the order of the ion thermal veloc-
ity vT can be produced in the toroidal direction, and the
toroidal flows are counted on to avoid dangerous instabilities
such as resistive wall modes in tokamaks.6 Similarly, in non-
axisymmetric or helical systems such as stellarators and
heliotrons,7 plasma mean flows and zonal flows are closely
connected to both neoclassical and turbulent transport proc-
esses8–15 and it is important to investigate conditions for
magnetic geometry to allow large flow velocities.
It was shown by Helander16 that, in order for the large
mean flows of O vTð Þ to occur in general three-dimensional
configurations, the magnetic field strength should be given
by a function of the flux surface label and the arc length
along the field line. This condition is called isometry17 or
omnigenity18 and it is satisfied by the quasisymmetric mag-
netic configurations19,20 where the magnetic field strength is
given as a function of the radial coordinate and one of or a
linear combination of the toroidal and poloidal angle coordi-
nates. If flow velocities are of O dvTð Þ, where the drift order-
ing parameter d is given by the ratio of the thermal
gyroradius qT to the equilibrium gradient scale length L,
bounce-averaged radial drift velocities of ripple-trapped par-
ticles vanish and accordingly neoclassical transport is signifi-
cantly reduced in quasisymmetric and quasi-omnigenous
systems.18 Therefore, these systems have been intensively
investigated as advanced concepts of helical devices.21–26 It
is also shown for quasisymmetric toroidal configurations
with mean flows of O dvTð Þ that neoclassical particle fluxes
are intrinsically ambipolar,9,27,28 which implies that the ra-
dial electric field and accordingly the mean flow velocity in
the direction of quasisymmetry can freely take any values
even if the background density and temperature gradients are
fixed. Recently, Simakov and Helander29 treated rapid
plasma rotation in quasisymmetric systems although they
still assumed the plasma flow Mach number to be low in
order to neglect effects of the inertia term due to the rapid
flow on the equilibrium force balance.
In this paper, geometric conditions for quasisymmetric
toroidal plasmas with large mean flows on the order of the
ion thermal speed are investigated in detail by including the
flow inertia term in the force balance. We hereafter consider
quasi-axisymmetric systems although results shown in the
present work can be straightforwardly extended to general
quasisymmetric systems. Our previous study30 showed that,
for such rapidly rotating quasisymmetric plasmas, an addi-
tional symmetry condition for a component of the metric
tensor need to be satisfied in order for the Boozer coordi-
nates31 to exist.
In Sec. II, it is shown that, for quasisymmetric magnetic
configurations with the large mean flows of O vTð Þ in the
direction of quasisymmetry, the equilibrium densities, tem-
peratures, electrostatic potential, angular flow velocity, and
the Jacobian associated with the flux coordinates are all inde-
pendent of f, where f is used as the angle coordinate associ-
ated with quasisymmetry. Here, the temperatures and
electrostatic potential should be flux-surface functions to the
lowest order in d and the potential needs to be independent
of f up to the next order, which shows a contrast to the case
of Ref. 29 where the potential is assumed to break this sym-
metry condition. We also find that local currents crossing
flux surfaces should vanish or large mean flows cannot take
any values except for impractical eigenvalues. For the case
of no local radial currents, we can use the Boozer coordi-
nates to represent several geometric constraints imposed by
the equilibrium momentum balance equations including the
inertia due to the large flows.
In Sec. III, additional conditions for the metric tensor
are obtained by using formulas of differential geometry32 for
toroidal flux surfaces. The geometric equations from Sec. III
are solved in Sec. IV to show that, for quasisymmetric toroi-
dal plasmas with large mean flows of O vTð Þ, all components
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of the metric tensor should be independent of f. This conse-
quence is strongly restrictive and it leads to the conclusion
that the rapidly rotating quasisymmetric systems should be
rigorously axisymmetric. Finally, Sec. V summarizes results
from the present work and Appendices A, B, and C are added
to give explanations about eigenvalues of the flow velocities,
transformation of flux coordinates, and basics of differential
geometry for surfaces, respectively.
II. EQUILIBRIA OF QUASISYMMETRIC ROTATING
PLASMAS
We consider toroidal plasmas, in which the magnetic
field B is written in terms of the flux coordinates (s, h, f) as
B ¼ w0rsrhþ v0rfrs ¼ Bsrsþ Bhrhþ Bfrf;
(1)
where s is an arbitrary label of a flux surface, h and f represent
the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively, and 0 : @/@s
denotes the derivative with respect to s. The toroidal and poloi-
dal fluxes within the volume inside the surface with the label s
are given by 2pw(s) and 2pv(s), respectively. The contravariant
components of the magnetic field B are given from Eq. (1) as
Bs ¼ 0; Bh ¼ v0= ﬃﬃﬃgp ; Bf ¼ w0= ﬃﬃﬃgp ; (2)
where
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p  ½rs  ðrhrfÞ1 represents the Jacobian for
the flux coordinates (s, h, f).
Hereafter, we investigate quasisymmetric toroidal sys-
tems with large mean flows on the order of the ion thermal
velocity vT. The O vTð Þ, equilibrium flow should be tangential
to the direction of quasisymmetry, in which the field strength
B is uniform. Here, for simplicity, we restrict our considera-
tion to the quasi-axisymmetric case, in which the magnetic
field strength B is independent of the toroidal angle f,
@B=@f ¼ 0; B ¼ Bðs; hÞ; (3)
although we can treat general quasisymmetric cases such as
quasi-poloidally symmetric and quasi-helically symmetric
ones in the same way as shown below. When using the per-
turbative expansion in terms of the drift ordering parameter
d defined by the ratio of the ion thermal gyroradius qT to the
equilibrium gradient scale length L, the lowest-order mo-
mentum balance equation reduces to
E0 þ V0
c
 B ¼ 0: (4)
Here, the lowest-order electric field is given by
E0 ¼ rU0 sð Þ ¼ U00 sð Þrs and the lowest-order electro-
static potential U0(s) is a flux-surface function satisfying
eaU=Ta ¼ O d1
 
, where ea is regarded as a quantity of
O d1 . In the same way as shown in Refs. 16 and 33, we find
from the lowest-order kinetic equation that the equilibrium
flow velocity V0 of O vTð Þ, which consists of the EB drift
and the parallel flow components, should be represented by
V0 ¼ Vf @x
@f
; Vf ¼ cU
0
0ðsÞ
v0ðsÞ ; (5)
and that the following incompressibility condition and other
constraints hold,
r  V0 ¼ b  rV0  b ¼ 0;
r  @x
@f
¼ 0; @
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
@f
¼ 0
V0  rna ¼ V0  rTa ¼ 0
B  rTa ¼ 0
na ¼ naðs; hÞ; Ta ¼ TaðsÞ
(6)
where na and Ta are the lowest-order density and temperature
of the particle species a, respectively. In the presence of the
large flow velocity V0, na is not uniform over the flux surface
while Ta is still a flux-surface function as in the case of the
conventional equilibrium without V0. We also see from Eq.
(6) that the density na and the Jacobian
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
are independent
of f like the field strength B.
Using Eqs. (4) and (5) we have
r @x
@f
 B
 
¼ cr U
0
0ðsÞ
VfðsÞ rs
 
¼ 0; (7)
which leads to
@x
@f
 rB ¼ B  r @x
@f
: (8)
Equation (8) is also derived from
@Bh
@f
¼ @B
f
@f
¼ 0 (9)
which are immediately obtained from Eq. (2) and
@
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
=@f ¼ 0 in Eq. (6). Then, using B2 ¼ BhBh þ BfBf,
@B=@f ¼ 0 and Eq. (9), we find
@Bh
@f
þ q @Bf
@f
¼ 0; (10)
where q  Bf=Bh ¼ w0 sð Þ=v0 sð Þ represents the safety factor.
Each term of the lowest-order momentum balance equa-
tion shown in Eq. (4) has no component in the direction par-
allel to the magnetic field. To the next order, the parallel
momentum balance equation for the particle species a is
written as
B  ðnaeaE1 rpa  namaV0  rV0Þ ¼ 0; (11)
where ma denotes the mass of the particle species a, the electric
field E1 ¼ rU1 is given by the first-order electrostatic poten-
tial U1, and the pressure is represented by pa¼ naTa. Here,
eaU1=Ta ¼ O 1ð Þ, and we generally have B  rU1 6¼ 0 in con-
trast to B  rU0 ¼ 0. Using Eqs. (6), (8), and (11), we get
B  r ln na þ ea
Ta
U1  ma
2Ta
ðVfÞ2gff
 
þ ma
Ta
ðVfÞ2 @Bf
@f
¼ 0;
(12)
where gff  @x=@fj j2. For electrons (a¼ e), Eq. (12) is writ-
ten by neglecting the electron mass me as
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B  r ln ne  e
Te
U1
 
¼ 0; (13)
which implies that ln ne  eU1=Teð Þ is a flux-surface func-
tion. Therefore, U1 is independent of f like ne,
@U1=@f ¼ 0; U1 ¼ U1ðs; hÞ: (14)
This result is contrastive to the study by Simakov and
Helander29 for rotating quasisymmetric plasmas with low
Mach number flows, in which non-intrinsically ambipolar
particle fluxes due to the symmetry-breaking electrostatic
potential are considered. We now define the f-averaged part
A ¼ ð2pÞ1 Þ Adf and the f-dependent part ~A ¼ A A for an
arbitrary function A of f. Then, Eq. (12) is rewritten as
Bh
@
@h
ln na þ ea
Ta
U1  ma
2Ta
ðVfÞ2gff
 
þ ma
Ta
ðVfÞ2  1
2
B  rfgff þ @Bf
@f
 
¼ 0; (15)
which is separated into the f-averaged and f-dependent parts,
Bh
@
@h
ln na þ ea
Ta
U1  ma
2Ta
ðVfÞ2gff
 
¼ 0;
 1
2
B  rfgff þ @Bf
@f
¼ 0:
(16)
The species summation of the equilibrium force balance is
written to the lowest order as
X
a
nama
 !
V0  rV0 ¼ 1
c
J Brp; (17)
where the current density J is given by Ampe`re’s law
r B ¼ 4p=cð ÞJ and p ¼Pa pa is the total kinetic pres-
sure. The inertia term resulting from the flow velocity V0 is
included in Eq. (17). Then, taking the inner product between
Eq. (17) and @x/@f, we obtain
1
2
X
a
nama
 !
ðVfÞ2 @gff
@f
¼ v
0
c
Js ¼ B
h
4p
@Bf
@h
 @Bh
@f
 
: (18)
In the rigorous axisymmetric case, @gff/@f¼ 0 holds although
this condition is not trivially satisfied for the quasi-axisym-
metric case. If @gff/@f= 0, then Eq. (18) leads to nonzero
local radial current Js= 0. This gives rise to a serious prob-
lem because the quasisymmetric system is considered usually
by using the Boozer coordinates while the Boozer coordinates
cannot be constructed for the case of Js= 0. Let us consider
this point below in more detail. Differentiating Eq. (18) with
respect to f and using Eqs. (10) and (16), we obtain
ðB  rÞ2fgff ¼ 4p X
a
nama
 !
ðVfÞ2 @
2fgff
@f2
: (19)
It is shown in Appendix A that nontrivial solutions of Eq. (19)
exist only if the toroidal flow velocity Vf(s) takes one of eigen-
values determined by Eq. (A9) for each flux surface. As dis-
cussed in Appendix A, this constraint on Vf is so restrictive that
we hereafter assume a trivial solution fgff ¼ 0 of Eq. (19) and
accordingly
@gff=@f ¼ 0: (20)
Then, we find from Eq. (18) that the radial current vanishes
Js ¼ 0: (21)
Appendix B shows that, for the case of Js¼ 0, there exist the
Boozer coordinates in which the covariant poloidal and toroidal
components, Bh(s) and Bf(s), of the magnetic field are flux-sur-
face functions. It is also shown in Appendix B that, without loss
of generality, we can regard the flux surface (s, h, f) as the
Boozer coordinates from the beginning for systems considered in
this section. Thus, we hereafter assume (s, h, f) to be the Boozer
coordinates. Using Eq. (20) and the relations between the covari-
ant and contravariant components of the magnetic field,
BhðsÞ ¼ ghhBh þ ghfBf; BfðsÞ ¼ ghfBh þ gffBf (22)
we find that the components ghh, ghf, and gff of the metric
tensor are all independent of f,
@ghh=@f ¼ @ghf=@f ¼ @gff=@f ¼ 0: (23)
Then, the contravariant metric tensor component
gss ¼ ½ghhgff  ghfð Þ2=g is independent of f, too
@gss=@f ¼ 0: (24)
Using Eq. (23) and taking the covariant poloidal and radial
components of Eq. (17), we obtain
1
2
X
a
nama
 !
ðVfÞ2 @gff
@h
¼ @p
@h
; (25)
and
X
a
nama
 !
ðVfÞ2 @gsf
@f
1
2
@gff
@s
 
¼ v
0
4p
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
þq @
@f
 
Bs @Bh
@s
þq@Bf
@s
  
@p
@s
; (26)
respectively. Furthermore, taking only f-dependent part f  
of Eq. (26) yields
X
a
nama
 !
ðVfÞ2 @fgsf
@f
¼ v
0
4p
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
þ q @
@f
  eBs: (27)
Noting that Bs ¼ gshBh þ gsfBf, we regard Eq. (27) as the
constraint imposed on the components gsh and gsf of the met-
ric tensor.
III. GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS FOR TOROIDAL FLUX
SURFACES
In this section, we further investigate the conditions consid-
ered in Sec. II for quasisymmetric toroidal plasmas with large
mean flows on the order of the ion thermal speed. Here, the
quasi-axisymmetric case is considered again as an example
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even though general quasisymmetric cases can be treated simi-
larly. We also recall that the Boozer coordinates (s, h, f) are
used and that the field strength B, the Jacobianﬃﬃﬃ
g
p ¼ ½rs  ðrhrfÞ1 and the components gab (a, b
¼ h, f) of the metric tensor are all independent of f as shown in
the previous section. Accordingly, the contravariant component
gss  ½ghhgff  ghfð Þ2=g of the metric tensor is independent of
f, too.
In order to examine properties of toroidal flux surfaces,
we hereafter use several quantities defined in the differential
geometry of surfaces such as the Christoffel symbols and the
Riemann curvature tensor.32 Definitions of these quantities
for general surfaces are briefly described in Appendix C.
Using the components gab (a, b¼ h, f) of the metric tensor
for each flux surface, which are independent of f, the Chris-
toffel symbols Ccab a; b; c ¼ h; fð Þ, are given from Eq. (C2) as
Chhh ¼
gff@hghh  2ghf@hghf
2ggss
;
Chhf ¼ Cfff ¼ 
ghf@hgff
2ggss
;
Chff ¼ 
gff@hgff
2ggss
;
Cfhh ¼
ghf@hghh þ 2ghh@hghf
2ggss
;
Cfhf ¼
ghh@hgff
2ggss
;
(28)
where @h¼ @/@h and ggss¼ ghhgff – (ghf)2 are used. The non-
zero component Rhfhf of the Riemann curvature tensor is derived
from using Eq. (C3) and the Christoffel symbols in Eq. (28) as
Rhfhf ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ggss
p
2
@
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ggss
p
 
: (29)
We now represent the Fourier series expansion of an ar-
bitrary function Q of f by
Q ¼
X1
n¼1
Qn expðinfÞ: (30)
The components L, M, and N of the second fundamental form
for flux surfaces are evaluated by using Eq. (C7). The Fourier
coefficients of their f-dependent parts ~L, ~M, and ~N are written as
~Ln ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gss
p
@hðfgshÞn
þ ðg ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgssp Þ1 ðfgshÞn  12 gff@hghh þ ghf@hghf
 
þðfgsfÞn 12 ghf@hghh  ghh@hghf
 
;
~Mn ¼ 1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gss
p ½@hðfgsfÞn  inðfgshÞn
þ 1
2
ðg ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgssp Þ1ð@hgffÞ½ghfðfgshÞn  ghhðfgsfÞn;
~Nn ¼ in
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gss
p ðfgsfÞn
þ 1
2
ðg ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgssp Þ1ð@hgffÞ½gffðfgshÞn  ghfðfgsfÞn:
(31)
Since the n¼ 0 Fourier component of the f-dependent partf   vanishes, we hereafter consider only the case of n= 0.
We find from Eq. (C9) that ~Ln, ~Mn, and ~Nn satisfy the Fou-
rier-transformed version of the Codazzi-Mainardi equations
 in~Ln  @h ~Mn ¼ Chhf ~Ln þ ðCfhf  ChhhÞ ~Mn  Cfhh ~Nn;
 in ~Mn  @h ~Nn ¼ Chff ~Ln þ ðCfff  ChhfÞ ~Mn  Cfhf ~Nn;
(32)
which impose constraints on ðfgshÞn and ðfgsfÞn through the
expressions in Eq. (31).
Substituting Eq. (31) into the second equation in Eq. (32),
we obtain the first-order ordinary differential equation in h,
@hðfgsfÞn ¼ YnðfgshÞn þ ZnðfgsfÞn (33)
where
Yn  in i
n
gff
gss
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 
;
Zn   @hg
ss
gss
þ i
n
ghf
gss
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 
:
(34)
Another first-order differential equation is given by substituting
Eq. (31) into the first equation in Eq. (32) and using Eq. (33) as
@hðfgshÞn ¼ WnðfgshÞn þ XnðfgsfÞn (35)
where
Wn  2in ghf
gff
 i
n
ghf
gss
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 
 gðg
ssÞ2
gff
@
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
  1
 @
@h
gff
gðgssÞ2
@
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 " #
;
Xn  in ghh
gff
þ in gðg
ssÞ2
gff
@
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
  1
 @
@h
@h
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gss
p
ðgssÞ3=2 ﬃﬃﬃgp
 !
þ i
n
ðghfÞ2
gffgss
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 
þ gðg
ssÞ3
gff
@
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
  1
 @
@h
ghf
gðgssÞ3
@
@h
@hgffﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 " #
:
(36)
We also find that another condition for ðfgshÞn and ðfgsfÞn is
derived from the Fourier transform of the radial equilibrium
force balance in Eq. (27) as
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @
@h
 inq
  ðfgshÞn þ qðfgsfÞnﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
 
¼ in 4pgð
P
a namaÞðVfÞ
2
ðv0Þ2 ðfgsfÞn (37)
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Substituting Eqs. (33) and (35) into Eq. (37) yields the linear
relation between ðfgshÞn and ðfgsfÞn
UnðfgshÞn þ VnðfgsfÞn ¼ 0; (38)
where
Un  Wn þ qYn  inq 1
2
@hg
g
;
Vn  Xn þ qZn  inq2  q
2
@hg
g
þ in 4pgð
P
a namaÞðVfÞ
2
ðv0Þ2 :
(39)
Combining Eqs. (33) and (38) gives the first-order ordi-
nary linear differential equation for ðfgsfÞn with ðfgshÞn elimi-
nated. We can also obtain the first-order ordinary linear
differential equation for ðfgshÞn without ðfgsfÞn by using Eqs.
(35) and (38). Now, it is questioned whether nontrivial solu-
tions ðfgshÞn and ðfgsfÞn of these linear ordinary differential
equations exist or not. Since these equations contain the
components gab (a, b¼ h, f) of the metric tensor and the Ja-
cobian
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
in very complicated ways, we first consider the
neighborhood of the magnetic axis s¼ 0 to simplify the
equations in the next section, and then discuss the solutions
in the whole toroidal volume region.
IV. SEARCH FOR THE METRIC TENSOR IN
QUASISYMMETRIC ROTATING PLASMAS
Here, we examine whether or not there exist nontrivial
solutions ðfgshÞn and ðfgsfÞn of the linear ordinary differential
equations derived in the previous section. For this purpose,
we first investigate the neighborhood of the magnetic axis
and then consider the whole volume region of the toroidal
system. It should be recalled that we assume quasi-axisym-
metry @B/@f¼ 0 with the Boozer coordinates (s, h, f) used
for simplicity even though general quasisymmetric cases can
be treated in a similar way.
As shown in Eq. (B11), the Jacobian associated with the
Boozer coordinates is given by
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p ¼ dVðsÞ=ds
4p2
hB2i
B2
; (40)
where V (s) represents the volume within the flux surface la-
beled s. We find in Sec. II that
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
is independent of f when
there exist toroidal flows on the order of ion thermal speed.
Along the magnetic axis s¼ 0, ﬃﬃﬃgp is independent of h, too,
and it takes a constant value which is denoted by
R0 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gffðs ¼ 0Þ
p
. Then, the total length of the magnetic
axis is represented by 2pR0. The field strength B(s¼ 0): B0
at the magnetic axis is another constant. In addition, gab
(a, b¼ h, f) and gss  rsj j2 are independent of f so that they
take constant values along the magnetic axis. Therefore, to-
roidal cross sections of flux surfaces near the magnetic axis
are concentric circles, the center of which is located at the
magnetic axis. The unit vector b¼B/B along the magnetic
field line at s¼ 0 is in the toroidal direction and it is written
as b s ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ R10 @x s ¼ 0; fð Þ=@f. In the present section,
we define the radial coordinate s by w ¼ 1
2
B0s
2, from which
gss(s¼ 0)¼ 1 is derived. Therefore, s is the radius length of
the circular toroidal cross section of the flux surface.
We now consider the neighborhood of a certain point on
the magnetic axis. This small local region is represented by
r <  and Dzj j < . Here, the cylindrical coordinates r; #; zð Þ is
chosen such that the magnetic field is written as
B ¼ Br r^þ B##^þ Bzz^, where r^, #^, and z^ are the orthogonal
unit vectors in the r-, #-, and z-directions, respectively, and z^
coincides with b at the origin (r, z)¼ (0, 0). An arbitrary func-
tion defined in the local region can be expanded with respect to
the small radial coordinate s or r, where s  r   and
s ¼ r þO 2ð Þ. Flux surfaces are approximately given by
r¼ const.
It is shown by using the solenoidal field condition
r  B ¼ 0 and Ampe`re’s law r B ¼ 4p=cð ÞJ that the
components of the magnetic field in the cylindrical coordi-
nates are represented by
Br ¼ Oðr2Þ;
B# ¼ rBð1Þ# ðzÞ þ Oðr2Þ
Bz ¼ B0 þOðr2Þ;
(41)
while the components of the current density are written as
Jr ¼ O rð Þ, J# ¼ O rð Þ, and Jz ¼ Jz0 þO rð Þ. Using Eq. (41)
and r s, we obtain B2 ¼ B20 þO s2ð Þ. We see that V(s) is
approximated by the volume of the tube which has the length
2pR0 and the circular cross section with the radius s. Then, we
get
dV=ds ¼ 4p2sR0 þOðs2Þ;ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p ¼ sR0 þOðs2Þ;
(42)
where Eq. (40) is used. The definition of s immediately gives
dw/ds¼B0s and the safety factor is written as
q sð Þ ¼ q0 þO sð Þ. Therefore, we have dv=ds ¼ dw=dsð Þ=
q sð Þ ¼ B0=q0ð ÞsþO s2ð Þ. The poloidal and toroidal contra-
variant components of the magnetic field given in Eq. (2) are
rewritten as
Bh ¼ Bh0 þOðsÞ;
Bf ¼ Bf0 þOðsÞ;
(43)
where Bh0 ¼ B0=q0R0 and Bf0 ¼ B0=R0 are constants repre-
senting the values at the magnetic axis s¼ 0.
Since gss(s¼ 0)¼ 1 and gff(s¼ 0)¼ (R0)2, we can write
gss and gff near the magnetic axis as
gss ¼ 1þOðsÞ;
gff ¼ ðR0Þ2 þ sgð1Þff ðhÞ þ Oðs2Þ:
(44)
Noting that @x=@hj j ¼ O sð Þ, we can put ghh ¼ O s2ð Þ and
ghf ¼ sgð1Þhf þO s2ð Þ. Consider the expansion of the relation
Bh ¼ ghhBh þ ghfBf with respect to s and recall that, in the
Boozer coordinates, the covariant poloidal and toroidal
magnetic field components Bh(s) and Bf(s) are
independent of the angle coordinates h and f. Then, we get
g
1ð Þ
hf ¼ const and finally obtain g 1ð Þhf ¼ 0 and ghf ¼ O s2ð Þ
because
Þ
ghfdh ¼
Þ
dh @hx s; h; fð Þ  @fx s ¼ 0; fð Þ þ O s2ð Þ
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and
Þ
dh @hx s; h; fð Þ ¼ 0 where the h integral is taken with s
and f fixed. Consequently, ghf ¼ O s2ð Þ is derived. From
Eqs. (42) and (44), and the relation
ggss ¼ ghhgff  ðghfÞ2; (45)
we find that ghh and ghf are written as
ghh ¼ s2 þOðs3Þ;
ghf ¼ s2gð2Þhf þOðs3Þ:
(46)
Here, using the relation Bh ¼ ghhBh þ ghfBf again, we see
that Bh sð Þ ¼ O s2ð Þ and g 2ð Þhf ¼ const in Eq. (46).
It should be noted that the relations h0 ¼ h – h0(s) and
f0 ¼ f – f0(s) give another set of the Boozer coordinates
(s, h0, f0) from the original (s, h, f) by using arbitrary func-
tions h0(s) and f0(s). Under this transformation, we see that
gsh0 6¼ gsh and gsf0 6¼ gsf hold generally although gh0h0 ¼ ghh,
gh0f0 ¼ ghf, and gf0f0 ¼ gff. Here, we generally have
gsh ¼ O sð Þ and gsf ¼ O s0ð Þ. However, we can choose h0(s)
and f0(s) to satisfy gsh0 ¼ O s2ð Þ and gsf0 ¼ O sð Þ, from which
we find that, in the local region, the new Boozer coordinates
(s, h0, f0) are related to the local cylinder coordinates r; #; zð Þ
by r ¼ sþO s2ð Þ, h0 ¼ #þO sð Þ, and f0 ¼ z=R0 þO sð Þ with
the origins of both coordinates coinciding with each other.
Hereafter, we use this new set of the Boozer coordinates
(s, h0, f0) although they are represented by (s, h, f) with the
prime omitted. Thus, we now write gsh and gsf as
gsh ¼ s2gð2Þsh ðh; fÞ þ Oðs3Þ;
gsf ¼ sgð1Þsf ðh; fÞ þ Oðs2Þ:
(47)
We find from Eqs. (44), (46), and (47) that
gss ¼ 1þOðsÞ; (48)
and that the contravariant basis vectors @x/@s, @x/@h, and
@x/@f are orthogonal to each other to the lowest order in s
and they are related to the contravariant basis vectors rs,
rh, and rf by
@x=@s ¼ rsþOðsÞ;
@x=@h ¼ s2rhþOðs2Þ;
@x=@f ¼ R20rfþOðsÞ:
(49)
Using Eqs. (41) and (46)–(48), the covariant magnetic field
components are shown to be written as
Bs ¼ sðB0=R0Þgð1Þsf ðh; fÞ þ Oðs2Þ;
Bh ¼ s2ðB0=q0R0Þ 1þ q0gð2Þhf
	 

þOðs3Þ;
Bf ¼ R0B0 þOðsÞ:
(50)
From the relations gsh ¼ gsfghf  gshgff
 
=g and
gsf ¼ gshghf  gsfghh
 
=g, we obtain
gsh ¼ gð2Þsh ðh; fÞ þ OðsÞ;
gsf ¼ sgð1Þsf ðh; fÞ=R20 þOðs2Þ;
(51)
where Eqs. (42), (44), (46), and (47) are used.
Now, Eq. (33) is rewritten by using Eqs. (34), (42), (44),
and (46) as
@hðfgsfÞn ¼ iðnsÞ1ð@2hgð1Þff ÞðfgshÞn þOðsÞ  ðfgsfÞn: (52)
Then, using Eqs. (35), (36), (42), (44), and (46), we obtain
ð@2hgð1Þff Þ@hðfgshÞn ¼ ð@3hgð1Þff ÞðfgshÞn þOðs2ÞðfgsfÞn: (53)
The relation between ðfgshÞn and ðfgsfÞn is derived from Eqs.
(34), (36), (38), (39), (42), (44), and (46) as
1þ
4p
P
a
na0ma
B20
R20ðVf0Þ
2
0@ 1AðfgsfÞn¼ð@2hgð1Þff ÞðfgshÞn=ðn2q0sÞ;
(54)
where na0, V
f
0, and q0 represent the density, toroidal angular ve-
locity, and safety factor at the magnetic axis s¼ 0, respectively.
Eliminating ðfgsfÞn from Eq. (53) by using Eq. (54) gives
@hðfgshÞn ¼  @3hgð1Þff
@2hg
ð1Þ
ff
ðfgshÞn; (55)
the solution of which is written as
ðfgshÞn ¼ CnðsÞ
@2hg
ð1Þ
ff
; (56)
where Cn(s) is a function of s that still remains to be
determined.
From Eqs. (54) and (56), we have
ðfgsfÞn ¼ CnðsÞn2q0s 1þ
4p
P
a
na0ma
B20
R20ðVf0Þ
2
0@ 1A1; (57)
where it is assumed that 1þ ð4pPa na0ma=
B20ÞR20ðVf0Þ2 6¼ 0 holds generally. Then, substituting Eqs. (56)
and (57) into Eq. (52), we see that, to the lowest order in s,
CnðsÞ@2hgð1Þff ¼ 0: (58)
which is found to reduce to Cn(s)¼ 0 by noting that the com-
ponent of the Riemann curvature tensor in Eq. (29) is propor-
tional to the Gaussian curvature of the toroidal flux surface
which is not identical to zero. Therefore, we finally obtain
ðfgshÞn ¼ ðfgsfÞn ¼ 0: (59)
Now, we see that all components gab and accordingly g
ab
(a, b¼ s, h, f) of the metric tensor are independent of f. For
such a case, an arbitrary closed f-curve defined by x¼ x(s, h,
f) (0  f  2p) with s and h fixed is a circle because the cur-
vature and the torsion of the f-curve, which can be derived
from gab, need to be independent of f and accordingly con-
stants along the closed curve. Furthermore, two circular
closed f-curves, x¼ x(s, h, f) and x¼ x(s, hþ dh, f), has a
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constant interval given by dh
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ghh  ðghfÞ2=gff
q
between
each other. Thus, toroidal surfaces, which the f-curves lie
on, are axisymmetric in the local region near the magnetic
axis and the magnetic axis itself is a circle of the radius R0
on a flat plane. Note that ds=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gss
p ð¼ ds=jrsjÞ represents the
local distance between neighboring flux surfaces with the ra-
dial coordinates s and sþ ds. Since @gss=@f ¼ 0 is assumed
to be satisfied globally in the whole volume region, all flux
surfaces, which encircle the magnetic axis of the circular
shape, should be axisymmetric. Now, it is concluded that
quasi-axisymmetric rotating plasmas considered here need to
be axisymmetric. The same result is obtained for general quasi-
symmetric rotating plasmas in a similar way to the above one.
Here, it is instructive to rewrite the component Rhfhf of
the Riemann curvature tensor in Eq. (29) by using Eqs. (42)
and (44) as
Rhfhf ¼  s
2
@2g
ð1Þ
ff ðhÞ
@h2
þOðs2Þ; (60)
and the components L, M, and N of the second fundamental
form are calculated from gab (a, b¼ s, h, f) as
L ¼ sþOðs2Þ;
M ¼ s 1
2
@g
ð1Þ
sf
@h
 gð2Þhf
 !
þOðs2Þ;
N ¼  1
2
g
ð1Þ
ff þOðsÞ:
(61)
From Eqs. (61) and (C11), we have LN M2 ¼ Rhfhf
¼ sgð1Þff =2þ O s2ð Þ which is combined with Eq. (60) to obtain
@2hg
1ð Þ
ff ¼ gð1Þff . Thus, we obtain gð1Þff / Rhfhf / cos h, where
the origin of the poloidal angle h is chosen such that the
Gaussian curvature / LN M2ð Þ of toroidal flux surfaces
near the magnetic axis vanishes for h¼6p/2. This form of
g
ð1Þ
ff is a well-known result for large-aspect-ratio axisymmet-
ric toroidal surfaces, where the Gaussian curvature is posi-
tive (negative) for jhj <p/2 (jhj>p/2).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the conditions for quasisymmetric toroidal sys-
tems to allow large flows on the order of the ion thermal velocity
are investigated. Taking the case of rotating quasi-axisymmetric
plasmas, in which the field strength B does not depend on the to-
roidal angle f, the equilibrium momentum balance equations are
used to show that the component gff of the metric tensor is
shown to be independent of f in the systems with no local radial
current, where the Boozer coordinates exist. It is also shown
that, unless @gff=@f ¼ 0, the toroidal flow velocity cannot take
any value other than a very limited class of eigenvalues corre-
sponding to very rapid rotation especially for low beta plasmas.
In the Boozer coordinates, where @gff/@f¼ 0, the metric tensor
components gab (a, b¼ h, f) associated with the angle coordi-
nates for each flux surface are shown to be independent of f.
We finally find that, in order to globally satisfy the equilibrium
momentum balance, all metric tensor components gab (a, b
¼ s, h, f) need to be independent of f, and therefore toroidal
flux surfaces are axisymmetric. General quasisymmetric cases
can be treated similarly. Thus, quasisymmetric toroidal equilib-
rium plasmas with large mean flows should be axisymmetric or
they have local radial currents which do not allow existence of
the Boozer coordinates and impose strong constraints on the to-
roidal flow velocity. Since, in the present work, quasisymmetry
is assumed to be rigorously satisfied with the magnetic field
strength B as an analytical function of the flux coordinates, we
have not definitely answered yet whether large mean flows on
the order of the ion thermal velocity can be compatible with
nonaxisymmetric toroidal plasma equilibria such as quasi-
omnigenous configurations. This remains as a future task.
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APPENDIX A: SOLUTIONS OF EQ. (19)
In this Appendix, we investigate solutions of Eq. (19).
As a function of f, fgff is expanded by the Fourier series
fgff ¼P
n
ðfgffÞneinf (A1)
where ðfgffÞ0 ¼ 0. Then, Eq. (19) is represented in terms of
ðfgffÞn by
@
@h
1ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @½e
inqhðfgffÞn
@h
 
¼ 4p ﬃﬃﬃgp X
a
nama
 !
nVf
v0
 2
einqhðfgffÞn: (A2)
Introducing new variables nn  einqhðfgffÞn and gn, Eq. (A2)
is given in the form of the fist-order ordinary differential
equations,
d
dh
nn
gn
 
¼ 0
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
4p ﬃﬃﬃgp Pa nama ðnVf=v0Þ2 0
 
nn
gn
 
;
(A3)
where the radial coordinate s is included as a parameter in
nn, gn,
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
, na, V
f, and v0 although it is not shown explicitly.
The solution of Eq. (A3) is written as
nnðhÞ
gnðhÞ
 
¼ H exp
ðh
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ
 
nnð0Þ
gnð0Þ
 
(A4)
where
Anðh0Þ  0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðh0Þ
p
4p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðh0Þ
p P
a manaðh0Þ
 ðnVf=v0Þ2 0
" #
:
(A5)
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On the right-hand side of Eq. (A4), H represents the h-or-
dered product of matrix functions of h and
H exp½Ð h
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ is defined by
H exp
ðh
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ
 
 1þ
X1
l¼1
ðh
0
dh1
ðh1
0
dh2   
ðhl1
0
dhl
 Anðh1ÞAnðh2Þ   AnðhlÞ: (A6)
Generally, An(h) and An(h0) are noncommutative,
An(h)An(h0)=An(h0)An(h), for h= h0. If An(h) and An(h0) are
commutative for arbitrary values of h and h0, Eq. (A6)
reduces to the well-known exponential form
H exp
ðh
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ
 
¼
X1
l¼0
1
l!
ðh
0
dh0Anðh0Þ
 l
 exp
ðh
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ
 
: (A7)
Since ðfgffÞn and dðfgffÞn=dh are periodic functions of h with
the period 2p, einqhnn, and e
inqhgn are periodic, too. These
periodic conditions give
e2pinqH exp
ðh
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ
 
nnð0Þ
gnð0Þ
 
¼ nnð0Þ
gnð0Þ
 
: (A8)
Then, the condition for [nn(0), gn(0)]= [0, 0] to satisfy Eq.
(A8) is written as
det e2pinqH exp
ðh
0
dh0 Anðh0Þ
 
 I
 
¼ 0; (A9)
where I denotes the 2 2 unit matrix. Thus, for a given n
and a given radial coordinate s, Vf included in the matrix
An(h) needs to take one of eigenvalues determined by the
condition shown in Eq. (A9).
In the neighborhood of the magnetic axis s¼ 0 as dis-
cussed in Sec. IV, An(h) is approximated as,
AnðhÞ’An0
0 sR0
n2k2=sR0 0
 
¼nk 1 0
0 nk=sR0
 
0 1
1 0
 
1 0
0 sR0=nk
 
; (A10)
where the radial coordinate s is defined by w  1
2
B0s
2 in the
same way as in Sec. IV. Here, k is a constant defined by
k 

4p
X
a
na0ma
1=2
q0R0V
f
0=B0; (A11)
where na0, q0, and V
f
0 are the density, the safety factor, and
the toroidal angular velocity on the magnetic axis s¼ 0,
respectively. From Eqs. (A9) and (A10), we obtain
det e2pinq0 expð2pAn0ÞI
 
¼det e
2pinq0 cosð2pnkÞ1 e2pinq0 sinð2pnkÞ
e2pinq0 sinð2pnkÞ e2pinq0 cosð2pnkÞ1
 
¼ðe2pinðq0þkÞ1Þðe2pinðq0kÞ1Þ¼0: (A12)
Equations (A11) and (A12) yield
k6q0 ¼ q0ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b0
p
R0V
f
0=vT061Þ
¼ l
n
ðl ¼ 0;61;62;   Þ; (A13)
where b0  8pð
P
a na0Ta0Þ=B20 is the central beta and
vT0  ½2ð
P
a na0Ta0Þ=ð
P
a na0maÞ1=2 represents a character-
istic value of the central temperature. Eigenvalues which Vf0
should take are given by Eq. (A13), from which we obtain
R0V
f
0=vT0¼ð61þ l=nq0Þ=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b0
p
ðl¼ 0;61;62;   Þ: (A14)
For the regions other than the neighborhood of the magnetic
axis, eigenvalues of Vf need to be determined by Eq. (A9).
Equation (A14) shows that, unless gff is independent of f,
the toroidal flow velocity of O vT0ð Þ cannot take any value
other than a very limited class of eigenvalues corresponding
to very rapid rotation (which could be supersonic) especially
for low beta plasmas. Therefore, the case of @gff/@f¼ 0 is
considered in the main text of the present paper.
APPENDIX B: TRANSFORMATION OF FLUX
COORDINATES
In terms of arbitrary flux coordinates (s, h, f), the mag-
netic field, which forms nested toroidal surfaces, is repre-
sented by
B ¼ w0ðsÞrsrhþ v0ðsÞrfrs; (B1)
where h and f are the poloidal and toroidal angles, respec-
tively, and s is a radial coordinate or a label to specify a flux
surface. As explained after Eq. (1), the toroidal and poloidal
fluxes within the volume inside the surface with the label s
are given by 2pw(s) and 2pv(s), respectively, and 0 : @/@s
denotes the derivative with respect to s.
Consider two sets of flux coordinates (s, h, f) and
(s, hA, fA), where the same radial coordinate s is used. Then,
there exists a generating function GA(s, h, f) by which the
coordinate transformation is written as35
hA ¼ hþ v0ðsÞGAðs; h; fÞ; fA ¼ fþ w0ðsÞGAðs; h; fÞ:
(B2)
We find from Eqs. (B1) and (B2) that the generating function
GA satisfies the magnetic differential equation,
B  rGA ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gA
p  1ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p ; (B3)
where
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p  ½rs  ðrhrfÞ1 and ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgAp  ½rs  ðrhA
rfAÞ1 are the Jacobians associated with the flux coordi-
nates (s, h, f) and (s, hA, fA), respectively. Using Eqs. (B1)
and (B2), we also obtain
@x
@h
¼ @x
@hA
þ @G
@h
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gA
p
B;
@x
@f
¼ @x
@fA
þ @G
@f
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gA
p
B:
(B4)
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When the local radial current vanishes, we have
4p
c
Js ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p @Bf
@h
 @Bh
@f
 
¼ 0; (B5)
where Bh and Bf are the covariant poloidal and toroidal mag-
netic field components, respectively. If the conventional
equilibrium condition J B=c ¼ rp sð Þ is assumed, Js¼ 0 is
immediately derived. However, it is emphasized that, in the
present paper, we consider the equilibrium force balance
given by Eq. (17) where the inertia term associated with the
large flow velocity V0 is included. Therefore, J
s¼ 0 is not
trivial here but it imposes additional constraints on the mag-
netic geometry as discussed in Sec. II. It is shown from Eq.
(B5) that Bh and Bf are written in terms of a certain function
g(s, h, f) as
Bh ¼ 2
c
ItðsÞ þ @gðs; h; fÞ
@h
;
Bf ¼ 2
c
IdpðsÞ þ
@gðs; h; fÞ
@f
;
(B6)
where It sð Þ  c=4pð Þ
Þ
Bhdh½Idp sð Þ  c=4pð Þ
Þ
Bfdf repre-
sents the toroidal (poloidal) current flowing inside (outside)
the flux surface with the label s, and g is periodic in h and f.
Then, the magnetic field is written as
B ¼ Bsrsþ Bhrhþ Bfrf
¼ Bs  @g
@s
 
rsþ 2
c
ItðsÞrhþ 2
c
IdpðsÞrfþrg: (B7)
Now, the Boozer coordinates (s, hB, fB) are obtained from
the coordinate transformation in Eq. (B2) with the generating
function GA replaced by
GBðs; h; fÞ  cg
2ðw0Idp þ v0ItÞ
: (B8)
The Boozer coordinates (s, hB, fB) are characterized by the
properties that the covariant poloidal and toroidal compo-
nents of the magnetic field are independent of hB and fB. In
fact, using Eqs. (B2), (B7), and (B8), we see
BhB ¼
2
c
ItðsÞ; BfB ¼
2
c
IdpðsÞ: (B9)
Thus, we have proved that there exist the Boozer coordinates
(s, hB, fB) for the case of J
s¼ 0 even though the conventional
equilibrium condition J B=c ¼ rp sð Þ is not assumed.
Using BhB ¼ v0= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgBp , BfB ¼ w0= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgBp , and Eq. (B9),
shows
B2 ¼ BhBBhB þ BfBBfB ¼
2ðv0It þ w0IdpÞ
c
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gB
p ; (B10)
from which we obtain hB2i  Þ dhB Þ dfB ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgBp B2=V0
¼ 8p2ðv0It þ w0IdpÞ=ðcV0Þ and
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gB
p ¼ V
0ðsÞ
4p2
hB2i
B2
: (B11)
Here, V0ðsÞ ¼ Þ dhB Þ dfB ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃgBp , is the radial derivative of the
volume V(s) within the flux surface labeled s. Thus, in the
Boozer coordinates, the Jacobian
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gB
p
depends on the angle
coordinates (hB, fB) only through 1/B
2.
In the quasisymmetric toroidal plasma with large mean
flows, the flow velocity V0 is parallel to the direction of qua-
sisymmetry of the magnetic field strength B and the Jacobianﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
of the flux coordinates (s, h, f) does not vary in the sym-
metry direction as explained in Sec. II. Let us take the case
of quasi-axisymmetry for simplicity although we can treat
general quasisymmetric cases in the same way as shown
below. Then, @B/@f¼ 0 and @ ﬃﬃﬃgp =@f ¼ 0, where we should
note that (s, h, f) does not need to be the Boozer coordinates
but they should be at least flux coordinates satisfying Eq.
(B1). Now, in addition to the above quasisymmetry condi-
tions, we consider again the case of Js¼ 0 in which there
exist the Boozer coordinates (s, hB, fB) satisfying Eqs. (B9)
and (B11) as we have shown.
Since @B/@f¼ 0 and @ ﬃﬃﬃgp =@f ¼ 0, the generating func-
tion GB yielding the coordinate transformation from (s, h, f)
to (s, hB, fB) can be obtained by directly integrating the mag-
netic differential equation in the form of Eq. (B3) as
GB¼ 1v0ðsÞ
ðh
0
dh0
4p2
V0ðsÞ
fBðs;h0Þg2
hB2i
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðs;h0Þ
q
1
 !
þKðsÞ;
(B12)
where K(s) is independent of (h, f) and appears as a constant
of integration. Using Eq. (B4) and noting that GB is inde-
pendent of f, we find
@x
@fB
¼ @x
@f
;
@B
@fB
¼ @B
@f
¼ 0; (B13)
from which @
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gB
p
=@fB ¼ 0 is immediately derived. Equa-
tion (B13) implies that, if a rapid rotating toroidal plasma
with no local radial current is quasisymmetric in terms of a
certain set of flux coordinates (s, h, f), then it is so in the
Boozer coordinates (s, hB, fB), too. Thus, as remarked after
Eq. (21) in Sec. II, we can use the Boozer coordinates from
the beginning to investigate quasisymmetric toroidal systems
with large mean flows if Js¼ 0 is satisfied.
In passing, for the present case of @
ﬃﬃﬃ
g
p
=@f ¼ 0, the
coordinate transformation in Eq. (B2) using another genera-
tion function defined by
GA ¼ 1v0ðsÞ
ðh
0
dh0
4p2
V0ðsÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gðs; h0Þ
q
 1
 
; (B14)
yields the new flux coordinates (s, hA, fA) for which the Jaco-
bian is given by
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gA
p ¼ V
0ðsÞ
4p2
: (B15)
Equation (B15) shows that the Jacobian
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gA
p
is a flux-surface
function, which is a characteristic of the Hamada coordi-
nates.34 Under the conventional equilibrium condition
J B=c ¼ rp sð Þ, we find that JhA and JfA are flux-surface
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functions, where JhA and JfA represent the contravariant
poloidal and toroidal components of the current density vec-
tor J, respectively. However, it should be noted that, since
the large-flow inertia term is included in the equilibrium
force balance here, this property of the Hamada coordinates
is not generally satisfied in the flux coordinates (s, hA, fA),
where JhA and JfA may not be functions of s alone whileﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gA
p ¼ V0ðsÞ=ð4p2Þ.
APPENDIX C: DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
OF SURFACES
In this Appendix, we briefly review the definitions of ba-
sic quantities used in the differential geometry for surfaces.32
Here, in order to easily derive these quantities in Sec. III for
the case of quasisymmetric toroidal surfaces, we represent
an arbitrary surface locally by x¼ x(h, f) with h and f used
as two parameters even though they do not need to be angle
coordinates in this Appendix.
The first fundamental form is the metric tensor for the
surface x¼ x(h, f), the components of which are defined by
E  ghh  j@hxj2;
F  ghf  ð@hxÞ  ð@fxÞ;
G  gff  j@fxj2;
(C1)
where simplified notations @h¼ @/@h and @f¼ @/@f are used.
Then, the Christoffel symbols Ccab and C
c
ab (a, b, c¼ h, f)
are defined by using the components of the first fundamental
form in Eq. (C1) as
Ccab 
X
d¼h;f
gcdC
d
ab 
1
2
ð@agbc þ @bgca  @cgabÞ: (C2)
We take the inverse of the 2 2 matrix consisting of gab (a,
b¼ h, f) when deriving Ccab from Ccab. This inverse matrix
should not be identified with gab used in Secs. III–IV because
the latter is obtained by taking the inverse of the 3 3 matrix
which includes additional components gss, gsh, and gsf. Using
the Christoffel symbols, the components Rcdab and Rcdab (d, c,
a, b¼ h, f) of the Riemann curvature tensor are defined by
Rcdab ¼ @aCcbd  @bCcad þ CcarCrbd  CcbrCrad;
Rcdab ¼
X
r¼h;f
gcrR
r
dab:
(C3)
The components of the Riemann curvature tensor have the
symmetry properties written as
Rabcd ¼ Rcdab ¼ Rbacd ¼ Rabdc; (C4)
Rabcd þ Racdb þ Radbc ¼ 0: (C5)
Then, it is found that nonzero covariant components of the
Riemann tensor for the surface x¼ x(h, f) are only Rhfhf and
those obtained from Rhfhf by using the symmetric properties
in Eq. (C4).
The unit normal vector e to the surface is written as
e  rsjrsj 
@x=@h @x=@f
j@x=@h @x=@fj : (C6)
Then, the components L, M, and N of the second fundamen-
tal form for the surface are defined by using the normal vec-
tor e as
L  hhh  @
2x
@h2
 e;
M  hhf  @
2x
@h@f
 e;
N  hff  @
2x
@f2
 e:
(C7)
In terms of the components of the first and second fundamen-
tal forms in Eqs. (C1) and (C7), the Gaussian curvature of
the surface is given by
K ¼ LN M
2
EG F2 : (C8)
The components (E, F, G) and (L, M, N) of the first and sec-
ond fundamental forms must satisfy the Codazzi-Mainardi
equations which are written as
@fL @hM ¼ LChhf þMðCfhf  ChhhÞ  NCfhh;
@fM  @hN ¼ LChff þMðCfff  ChhfÞ  NCfhf;
(C9)
where we should recall that the Christoffel symbols Ccab con-
tain the components of the first fundamental form as shown
in Eq. (C2). Furthermore, (E, F, G) and (L, M, N) must sat-
isfy the Gauss equation given by
K ¼ Rhfhf
EG F2 ; (C10)
which is rewritten by using Eq. (C8) as
LN M2 ¼ Rhfhf: (C11)
Here, note that Rhfhf is calculated from the components of
the first fundamental form or the metric tensor by using Eqs.
(C2) and (C3). The Gauss equation in Eq. (C10) [or (C11)] is
the basis for Gauss’s theorema egregium which states that
the Gaussian curvature of a surface can be determined by
residents confined onto the surface who measure the depend-
ence of the metric tensor (gab) on the parameters (h, f) with-
out even knowing about the three-dimensional space in
which the surface is embedded. Bonnet’s fundamental theo-
rem of surface theory states that, if given functions (E, F, G)
and (L, M, N) satisfy E> 0, EG – F2> 0, and the Gauss-
Codazzi-Mainardi equations in Eqs. (C9) and (C10) [or
(C11)], then there exists a surface for which the components
of the first and second fundamental forms are given by (E, F,
G) and (L, M, N), respectively, and that such a surface is
determined uniquely up to congruence.
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